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Enhanced ads use data signals to tailor 
ads to the viewer and improve 
relevancy. In 2023, viewers prefer 
customized ads that are interactive or 
provide them with an added layer of 
personalized information, creating a 
seamless and actionable ad experience.

This report investigates the value of 
different kinds of enhanced ads, and 
viewer preferences & attitudes  
towards these ads.

Introduction



Survey field period

December 2022

Participation

Online panel, US general 
population

n=807

Study objectives and design

LG Ads conducted an online survey in the US 
to determine consumer perceptions and 
behaviors related to enhanced ads.



Time-Based Messaging
Change message according to time of day, time to 
start, and live

Location-Specific Messaging
Cater offerings to where viewers are located

Weather-Triggered Messaging
Send viewers to different content based on hot/cold 
or rain/shine

Sporting Events
Drive tune-in based on who is playing and when

Dynamic QR Codes
Generate different QR codes for different data signals

Types of Enhanced Ads



82%

49%

like enhanced
ads overall

are likely to engage with 
enhanced ads

Preference towards enhanced 
ads is increasing

Q2: Overall, how much do you like this ad?
Q3: How likely are you to engage with this ad?



Enhanced ads are favorable and 
positively impact purchase behavior

93%

94%

are same or more favorable towards
brands that utilize enhanced ads

are more likely to buy/use these brands 
the next time they are in-market for this 

product



Enhanced Ad Unit with QR Code 



Ads leveraging scannable QR Codes
drive impact

Q3: : How likely are you to engage with this ad?
Q4: After seeing this ad, how does this affect your favorability toward the brand?
Q5: After seeing the ad, how does this change your likelihood of buying/using this brand the next time you are in market for this product?

94%

94%

are same or more favorable towards 
brands that leverage QR codes

are same or more likely to buy/use these 
brands the next time they are in-market 

for this product

1 in 2
are more likely to engage 

with these ads



Enhanced Ad Unit with Local Extension



Ads that inform viewers of the 
store closest to them are preferred

Q7: How likely are you to engage with this ad?
Q8: After seeing this ad, how does this affect your favorability toward the brand?
Q9: After seeing the ad, how does this change your likelihood of buying/using this brand the next time you are in 
market for this product?

95%

92%

are same or more likely to be favorable towards brands 
that display the location of the store closest to them

are same or more more likely to 
buy/use this brand the next time 

they are in-market for this product

1 in 2
are more likely to engage 

with these ads



4 in 5 enjoy Local Extension ads

Q10: Do you like the idea of an ad that informs you where the closest store is?
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81%
Liked the idea of an 
ad that informs you 
where the closest 

store is



Weather-Triggered Enhanced Ad Unit



Weather-Triggered ads are 
gaining traction

Q7: How likely are you to engage with this ad?
Q13: After seeing this ad, how does this affect your favorability toward the brand?
Q14: After seeing the ad, how does this change your likelihood of buying/using this brand the next time you are in market for this product?

94%

92%

are same or more likely to be favorable 
towards a brand that utilizes contextual 
ads based on the weather in their area

are same or more more likely to buy/use 
this brand the next time they are

in-market for this product

1 in 2
are more likely to engage 

with these ads



7 in 10 enjoy Weather-Triggered ads

Q15: Would you like an ad that took into consideration the current weather in your city?
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72%
like ads that take 
into consideration 

the current weather 
in their city



Dynamic Ad Unit



Dynamic ads providing timely 
information are highly effective

64%
are more likely to engage with sports-

related dynamic ads

Q7: How likely are you to engage with this ad?
Q8: After seeing this ad, how does this affect your favorability toward the brand?
Q9: After seeing the ad, how does this change your likelihood of buying/using this brand the next time you are in 
market for this product?

72%
like enhanced ads showing real-time 

sports scores, countdown to 
games/events and team-match ups



93%
are same or more likely to be 

favorable towards a brand that 
showcases / sponsors sports-related 

dynamic ads

Dynamic Ads are likely to drive sales

Q7: How likely are you to engage with this ad?
Q13: After seeing this ad, how does this affect your favorability toward the brand?
Q14: After seeing the ad, how does this change your likelihood of buying/using this brand the next time you are in market for this product?

95%
are same or more more likely to buy/use 

this brand the next time they are
in-market for this product



Key Takeaways



Preference towards enhanced ads is increasing

82% 49%
like enhanced

ads overall
are likely to engage with 

enhanced ads



Enhanced ads are favorable and positively impact 
purchase behavior

94%
are more likely to buy/use these

brands the next time they are 
In-market for this product

93%
are same or more favorable
towards brands that utilize 

enhanced ads
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